
horses, or on the investigative procedures I

can employ.

As for me, I am 23 and was born and

bred on a mixed dairy and sheep farm in

upper Wensleydale, visible across the

valley from the gallops at Kingsley Park. I

went to Wensleydale School and then

Ripon Grammar, before studying

veterinary science at the University of

Liverpool for five years, graduating in July

last year.

I thoroughly enjoyed the livestock work

and involvement on the farm as I grew up

and that was what prompted my interest in

veterinary medicine, with a special interest

in horses. I was introduced to horses

through my uncle, who was master of the

practice, any problem in an animal is

generally well established before the owner

might think of calling the vet, whereas the

standards of husbandry and care here,

combined with the fact that the vets are on

site, means that many problems are spotted

early and can be treated immediately, or

the training regime can be altered to avoid

exacerbating the issue.

Equipment

And secondly, the fact that I am on site

with the most modern equipment and that

all vet fees are covered within the daily

training rate means there are no constraints

on the number of times I can revisit the
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ELLO, I am Becky

Dinsdale, and I would like to

introduce myself to Kingsley

Klarion readers as a new vet

at Johnston Racing, replacing Neil

Mechie, who left recently.

I thought in my first piece for the “If

Only They Could Talk” column I would

tell you a little about myself, and discuss

some of the differences I have found

between my previous role in first-opinion

practice and that of veterinary surgeon here

at Johnston Racing.

I’ll go into more detail below, but

already I can say I have experienced two

massive differences between the roles.

The first is that In first opinion commercial

H

Bedale Hunt and used to train point-to-

point horses.  He encouraged me to join

The Pony Club and took me hunting.

I have ridden and competed in show

jumping since I was a youngster, and am

grateful to my parents who were very

supportive, taking me all over the country

to various show jumping and Pony Club

events  --  as well as tolerating my ponies

ploughing up the good dairy grazing

ground at home!

I now live in Thornton Steward, a small

village a few miles east of Middleham.  I

have two horses, and as well as riding I

play quite a bit of sport and have a keen

interest in farming.  When not working I

enjoy getting out with my friends and

travelling.

I met Deirdre Johnston on the hunting

field and she kindly invited me to Kingsley

Park to see the vets at work at Johnston

Racing before I went off to vet school. I

later spent two weeks shadowing the

veterinary team at the yard as part of a

university placement. 

I had always been aware of Middleham

as a racing centre, but had never been

involved in the racing industry until then.

Nor had I appreciated the scale of the yard

or the extent of the facilities dedicated to

the horses in training. 

What most caught my interest was the

attention to detail applied to each and every

horse and how that could be seen in the

understanding of them as individuals, the

tailoring of their stable care and routine,

the training schedule and the veterinary

attention.  The entire aim was to optimise

the welfare, health and performances of the

horses. 

Framework

That is something that has stayed with

me throughout my veterinary career to

date, and strengthened my belief that, no

matter what an animal’s species, sector or

function may be, optimising its health and

welfare is the priority of a vet. 

I quickly realised a life indoors with

small animals was not for me. The farm

and equine work had become more of a

likely career choice as I enjoyed working

within a framework with a clear aim or

outcome to aim at, while always

prioritising health and welfare. What do I

mean by that?  Well, with livestock and

production animals, veterinary medicine

may mean working within a set herd health

scheme to produce a food product. With

racehorses, it is working within the BHA

regulations and trainers’ protocols to

enable the horses to win races. The horses

are repeatedly being considered for

different races, stud

opportunities or sales

and I believe the

veterinary team

function is to maximise

their health and welfare

to enable these

opportunities to be

realised.

I became

increasingly interested

in pursuing a career in

racehorse veterinary

work and, while at

university, I was

fortunate enough to

land several

appropriately related

placements.  One was

at the yearling sales in

Deauville for a French

stud and consignment

business; another was at

an equine surgical

hospital and ambulatory practice in New

Zealand. It serviced a large number of stud

farms, as well as treating the trotting and

Flat racing horses bred and trained in the

region. 

After graduating I returned to Johnston

Racing last summer for a brief stint as an

assistant to the veterinary team, before

spending nearly six months working in a

first-opinion practice in west Yorkshire

which involved mixed farm and equine

work.  It was, of course, a big contrast to a

racing yard where there is a reduced

likelihood of a large set of problems which

I saw frequently in the horse population

while at the general practice. 

For example, colic is a rare occurrence

at Johnston Racing, and I believe that is

attributable to the consistency in diet and

feeding routines. Parasitic disease is rare

due to the efficient and complete

monitoring procedures, infrequent

interaction with external horses (other than

at race meetings) and minimal grazing.

Accidental injuries (kicks, penetrating

injuries etc) are rarely seen as the horses

are cared for by trained personnel

operating within well-maintained, purpose-

built facilities. 

I joined Johnston Racing last month and

immediately was struck by the differences

in the work from first-opinion practice. For

example, I now have the opportunity to

revisit, reassess and modify a horse’s

management at any point, while seeing it

both at exercise and in the stable.

Reviewing horses during treatment periods

or times of lameness, when returning from

injury, or as work-style is changed (e.g.

from trotting to cantering) permits a far

more acute response and tailoring of

treatment than is available to most

practitioners.  This is all possible because

at this yard all veterinary fees are included

in the basic daily rate. Vets here operate on

site and there are always trained and

experienced staff available to assist us and

give us feedback on any changes they

notice while caring for the horses from day

to day. 

Obviously, the day-to-day work in first-

opinion practice is very different to that

here. At Johnston Racing we care for a

population of horses predominantly aged

between one and five under high levels of

athletic training, but managed astutely and

with a dedicated full-time team of trainers,

grooms, riders and yard staff to care for

them, accompanied by state-of-the-art

facilities to complement this increased

athletic expectation. The majority of first-

opinion vets will deal with a far older

demographic of horses, with far lower

required athletic function, and they have to

work within the constraints of the owners’

personal lives, work commitments and

finances. 

ESPITE that, I believe my core

role of optimising the health and

welfare of my “patients”,

administering medications and working as

part of an integrated team has not,

essentially, changed.  What has changed,

however, are the facilities available to me,

the collective knowledge I can call upon,

the experience and success of the team

around me, and the unlimited access to

those ‘patients’. All that is what makes the

difference. 

And, believe me, that’s a very big

difference indeed!

Becky Dinsdale
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